At the forefront of global affairs education, the Paris School of International Affairs (PSIA) is the only school of international affairs in France, and amongst the largest and most diverse in the world.

We are proud of the difference that our School has made over the past decade in training our students to understand, navigate and engage with the complexities and changes of our world and, thereby, in shaping them to be future global actors.

As we celebrate the success of PSIA and our graduates over our first ten years, we also seek to put PSIA in the best possible position as we start our second decade. To this extent, a new degree structure was introduced for all PSIA Master’s programs starting in September 2020. It will enable students to achieve greater mastery of their degree specialisations and concentrations and, thereby, further strengthen their education experience.

This brochure consolidates the complete PSIA course offer for the 2020/21 academic year, by our seven core Master Programs and by our 18 Regional and Thematic concentrations.

Our innovative curriculum continues to excel at bridging the gap between theory and practice. In my experience, this is ideal for future leaders who aim to thrive as innovative and responsible actors of a challenging global world.

The rigorous commitment and engagement of our faculty, staff and students are key to PSIA’s success. I am grateful to all of them for their remarkable efforts.

Enrico Letta
Dean,
April 2021
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ABOUT PSIA
Shaping global actors for a more secure world.

At Sciences Po’s Paris School of International Affairs (PSIA), our goal is to train and shape global actors to understand and respond to the complexities of our world.

Since 2010, PSIA has continued Sciences Po’s century-long tradition of cultivating the minds of leading government officials, diplomats, and key international stakeholders.

As we mark PSIA’s 10th anniversary in 2020, we celebrate three main achievements:

- We are ranked in the top 2 universities globally for international studies;
- We attract truly outstanding students from more than 110 countries;
- We have become one of the largest schools of International Affairs in the world.

At the forefront of global affairs education

With 70% of our 400 courses offered in English, students may take a full course of study in English. PSIA classes are taught by world-renowned professors and leading practitioners. The result is a versatile mix of current scholarship and innovative operational training founded in best practice.

PSIA students have frequent opportunity to challenge world leaders and engage with global policy through our extensive series of events, notably at our flagship Youth and Leaders Summit.

By the end of their two-years with us, PSIA graduates are well positioned to pursue high-profile careers. Our graduates work across the globe, in governments, NGOs and the private sector. They become political advisors, public servants, analysts, researchers, diplomats, consultants, entrepreneurs and innovators.

At PSIA, our students learn to understand, navigate and engage with a complex world. Together, we work towards making the world a better, more secure place.
• 7 MASTER’S PROGRAMS  
• 14 DUAL DEGREES  
• 18 CONCENTRATIONS

Customize your professional profile

PSIA offers a choice of 7 master’s programs in the most salient fields of international affairs:
Environmental Policy • Human Rights and Humanitarian Action • International Development • International Economic Policy • International Energy • International Public Management • International Security

Students can pursue a two-year Master’s in any of these fields in one of three ways:
• Over two years at PSIA;
• As part of a joint program in Journalism and International Affairs with the School of Journalism at Sciences Po;
• As part of a dual degree program with one of PSIA’s university partners:
  International: Bocconi University • Columbia University • Freie Universität • Georgetown Law • King’s College London • London School of Economics • MGIMO • Peking University • University of Saint-Gallen • Stockholm School of Economics
  National: AgroParisTech • ISAE-Supaero • Sorbonne Université • Saint-Cyr Coëtquidan

PSIA also offers a one-year Master’s in Advanced Global Studies, covering the same seven fields, for candidates with a degree and at least five years of professional work experience.

PSIA students select one or two concentrations, depending on their program, which enable them to chart their very own career path:
Regional: Africa • Asia • Europe • Middle East • Russia • The Americas
Thematic: Agriculture • Diplomacy • Environment and Sustainability • Global Economy • Global Health • Global Risks • Human Rights • Intelligence • Media and Writing • Methods • Migrations • Project Management
PSIA
STANDARD COURSE OF STUDY

TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
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ONE-YEAR PROGRAM
(for students starting in September 2020)
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On behalf of Dean Letta, our warmest gratitude goes to the scientific advisors who assure the academic integrity of the School’s programs:

Richard Balme (Master in International Public Management)
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PSIA CURRICULUM
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MASTER IN HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN ACTION
MASTER IN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL ENERGY
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

NORMANDY STAFF RIDE INNOVATIVE COURSE
FALL 2020
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

DEFENSE AND SECURITY ECONOMICS_
Economie de la défense, Patrice HUIBAN
Defense and Security Economics (Lecture), Jean-Michel OUDOT
Defence Industry: Governance and Relations with Governments, Olivier GRAS
La contractualisation des programmes d’armement au service des forces, Yves-René GUILLOU
The Political Economy of the Defence Industry, Andrew JAMES
Economics of Conflict, Petros SEKERIS
Defense and Security Economy and Economic Development in Emerging Markets, Jean-Yves TOLOT

WAR AND CRISES_
Theories of International Security, Eric SANGAR
The Virtues of the Ethics of War and Its Limitation, Ariel COLONOMOS
Héritages stratégiques du XXème siècle, Pierre GROSSER
American Military Power in the World Today, Peter HERRLY
Hybrid Wars and Cyber Threats, Nicu POPESCU, Ekaterine ZGULADZE-GLUCKSMANN
Cybersecurity Operational and Policy Challenges, Jean-Baptiste DEMAISON, Adrien GEVAUDAN
Understanding The Use of Force in World Politics (Lecture), Ronald HATTO

PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT_
Political Military Strategy, Bruno CAITUCOLI
Issues in Contemporary Conflict Resolution, Alvaro DE SOTO
Introduction to Critical Security Studies (Lecture), Xavier GUILLAUME
European Security and Defence Policy: Evolution and Emerging Challenges, Antonio MISSIROLI, Luigi LONARDO
Diplomacy and Negotiation, Eugène B.KOGAN, Alain LEMPEREUR
Security and Development, Julien SERRE

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
SPRING 2021
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

MASTER 1

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND SECURITY_
Droit des conflits armés, Olivier BARRAT
Law and (In)Security in the Pre-Crime Era, Anna-Maria GETOS KALAC, Davor DERENCINOVIC
Metamorphoses of the Laws of War, Delphine DOGOT
Law of International Organizations (lecture), Gerd DROESSE
Justice pénale internationale, Isabelle FOUCHARD
International Law and Security, Robin GEISS
Justice transitionnelle (Afrique et Amérique latine), Sandrine LEFRANC
Rule of Law Between Peace and Development, Eleonora MELI MESSINEO
Law of Armed Conflict, Svetlana ZASOVA, Marjorie BEULAY

CONFLICTS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE_
Gender and the Challenges of State-collapse, Peacebuilding and Statebuilding - the Somali Case Study, Judith GARDNER
War Studies, Jean-Baptiste JEANGENE-VILMER
Confronting a Crisis: Tools for Analysis and Communication, Guillaume Le DUC, Guillaume PIERRE, David CHUTER, Bertrand EPSTEIN
Gestion des crises sécuritaires en Afrique, François d’EIMAR de JABRUN
Cultures of War, Chiara RUFFA
Génocides et violences extrêmes, Jacques SEMELIN
Conduct of Strategy***, Rupert SMITH, Jean PHELIZON
The Use of Military Force, Michel YAKOVLEFF

GLOBAL SECURITY AND DIPLOMACY_
Crisis Management : A Global Perspective, Bruno CAITUCOLI
NATO and the EU : challenges of current international crises, Benoît d’ABOVILLE
Océans. Enjeux de sécurité et de défense pour la France, Pierre FERREBEUF, Gilles CHIQUET
International Organizations : UN, EU, NATO : Challenges and Evolution, Giampaolo DI PAOLA
From Peacekeeping to Peacebuilding (Lecture), Ronald HATTO
Diplomatie transformationnelle (technique du coup d’Etat), Jean-Michel LACOMBE
L’économie maritime, Cyrille POIRIER-COUTANSAIS, Camille MOREL, Claire de MARIGNAN
Human Security, Shahrbanou TADJBAKHSH
Tyrrennia / NATO EXERCISE***, Michel YAKOVLEFF
MASTER 2

POLITICAL-MILITARY AFFAIRS_
Comparative Grand Strategies and World Order, Thierry BALZACQ
Militarism and Nationalism in Historical and Contemporary Perspective, Uri BEN ELIEZER
Terrorists, Kingpins and Cybercriminals: The Global Security Risk of Violent Non-State Actors, Christina LIANG
Security in a Nuclear!Armed World (Lecture), Benoit PELOPIDAS, Kjolv EGELAND,
Renseignement et terrorisme, Jean-Pierre POCHON
“Narcojihadism” in Sahel, Guillaume SOTO-MAYOR
Planification et conduite d’une opération militaire: exercice “Coalition” à l’école de Guerre***, Michel YAKOVLEFF

DIPLOMACY, PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT_
Understanding Security Challenges Today: A military Perspective, Emmanuel de DINECHIN, Philippe de MONTENON
WMD Counter!Proliferation: Interdiction, Deterrence and Defense, Fouad EL-KHATIB
Le nouveau bouleversement stratégique, Jean-Louis GERGORIN, Renaud GIRARD
Humanitarian Diplomacy and Negotiation, Alain LEMPEREUR, Julie HABRAN
National Interest and National Security in a Changing World, Giampiero MASSOLO
Understanding and Responding to Violent, Shahrbanou TADJBAKHSH
International Mediation and Conflict Resolution, Charles TENENBAUM
Simulation Workshop: the Iranian Nuclear Issue***, Clément THERME
De l’humanitaire à la diplomatie : des engagements pluriels, Frédéric TISSOT

ADVANCED SEMINARS_
Nuclear Weapons in the 21st century, Corentin BRUSTLEIN
Working in Post Conflict Countries: Actors, Careers, Choices, Emmanuel de DINECHIN
La stratégie dans ses champs d’action (cours magistral), Vincent DESPORTES
Philosophie de la stratégie, Julien DURAND de SANCTIS
War! Perceptions and Politics of Conflict Reporting, Thomas LANSNER
Security in the Anthropocene, Caitlin RYAN
Victims’ Rights, International Criminal Law and proceedings, Jeanne SULZER
How to end a War, Michel YAKOVLEFF

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
FALL 2020
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

POLICY ANALYSIS FOR INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE I_
Policy Analysis and Policy Design, Richard BALME
Analyse de la politique étrangère : acteurs, processus et changements, Frédéric RAMEL,
Guillaume DEVIN
International Public Policy-Making, Alvaro ARTIGAS PEREIRA

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY AND ECONOMIC POLICY_
Economics and Globalization (Lecture), Giorgio BARBA NAVARETTI
Global Financial Regulation (Lecture), Howard DAVIES
International History of Economic Policy, Jan Vincent ROSTOWSKI

ADDITIONAL COURSES_
Fundamentals of Diplomacy
Diplomatic Practices in the World, Christian LEQUESNE
Theory and Practice of Diplomacy, Charles TENENBAUM
Grand Strategy in Diplomacy Past and Present (Lecture), Bruno STAGNO UGARTE
Today’s Public Diplomacy, Odette TOMESCU-HATTO

Courses managed by the Law School
Clinique RISE (Responsabilité et Innovation Sociale des Entreprises), Pierre-Louis PERIN
Clinique Responsabilité Sociale et Gouvernance Globale, Luca d’AMBROSIO
MASTER 1

POLICY ANALYSIS FOR INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE II_
Organization, networks and globalization, Emmanuel LAZEGA
Global Governance: Overcoming Fragmentation, Olivier DE SCHUTTER
Social Protection Systems in the Western World, Nathalie MOREL

INTERNATIONAL LAW_
Public International Law (Lecture), Nicholas TSAGOURIAS
Actualité juridique internationale, Emmanuelle TOURME-JOUANNET
International Trade Law and the WTO, Eliza PATTERSON
Law of International Organizations - Group 2, Gerd DROESSE

ADDITIONAL COURSES_
NGOs/Corporate PARTNERSHIPS: virtues & limits of action, Christelle BITOUZET, Claire BOULANGER
Advancing national interest in international relations, Tomasz ORLOWSKI
Strategy in Governmental Diplomacy and Non-Governmental Advocacy, Bruno STAGNO UGARTE
International Mediation & Conflict Resolution - Group 2, Charles TENENBAUM

Course managed by the Law School
Clinique Responsabilité et Innovation Sociale des Entreprises (RISE) ***, Pierre-Louis PERIN, Marie BOUCHARD, Pierre BOURDON, Pierrick LE GOFF
**INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC POLICY: THEORY AND ANALYSIS**

The Changing Political Economy of Central Banking (Lecture), Howard DAVIES
European Climate Change and Energy Policies in Global Context, Gilles LEPESANT
Emerging economies and Development Strategies in the Global South: from BRICS to frontier markets, Alvaro ARTIGAS PEREIRA
Equality, Discrimination, Affirmative Action: A Comparative Perspective, Daniel SABBAGH
Comparative Education Policy ***, Beatriz PONT
Can the world be governed? What global governance for a global world?, Marc PERRIN de BRICHAMBAUT, Philippe CARRE, Hélène DANTOINE

**DIPLOMACY AND FOREIGN POLICY**

Arm Twisting the Devil: Humanitarian and Political negotiations in action (Lecture)***, Staffan de MISTURA
Applied diplomacy: Decision Making-Communication-Crisis Management***, Ursula PLASSNIK
Practicing Diplomacy Today: an Ambassador at Work, Claude BLANCHEMAISON
International Public Diplomacy and Communication, Odette TOMESCU-HATTO
China’s Foreign Policy and Europe in a Changing Geostrategic Context, Alice EKMAN

**ADVANCED SEMINARS**

Private Interests in Public Policy, Cornelia WOLL
The Art and Ethics of Leadership, Peter HERRLY
Public Administration and Governance in a Global context, Cyril BENOIT
Corporate Social Responsibility: From Risk Management to Social Innovation, Mathilde MARTIN MOREAU, Maureen RAVILY
Negotiating Successfully in International Affairs and Diplomacy***, Valentin ADE, Martin ALBANI
Evaluation of Public Policies: Issues, practices and Comparative Processes, Clément LACOUETTE-FOUGERE

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

PSIA YOUTH AND LEADERS’ SUMMIT
FALL 2020
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

INTERNATIONAL TRADE_
International Trade (Lecture), Thierry MAYER

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE_
Global Financial Regulation (Lecture), Howard DAVIES
The New Order in Global Economy and Finance: The Reform of International Global Economic Governance, Carlo MONTICELLI
Fundamentals of Economic Diplomacy, Olivier de LAROUSSILHE
Game Theory in the International Area - Application in Banking and Finance, Jérôme MATHIS

ADDITIONAL COURSES_
Introduction to Econometrics, Junnan HE
MASTER 1

INTERNATIONAL MACROECONOMICS_
International Macroeconomics (Lecture), Philippe MARTIN

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY_
Climate Change Economics, Aurélien SAUSSAY
Global Economic Inequalities and Equitable Growth, Laurent SIMULA
Gender Economics, Irina KALABIKHINA

ADDITIONAL COURSES_
Macroeconomics of monetary policy evaluation (Lecture), Mirko WIEDERHOLT
Advanced Econometrics: Panel Series, Francisco SERRANITO
Advanced Econometrics: Time Series, Christophe RAULT

MASTER 2

ADVANCED SEMINARS_
International Data Regulation: Case Studies and Negotiation, Fabian DELCROS
Managing Sovereign Debt, Stéphane GUIBAUD
Case Studies in Country Risk, Ludovic SUBRAN

ECONOMIC POLICY SECTORS AND ACTORS_
Fighting ever bigger monsters – Economic Policies in Times of Crisis, Fabrizio PAGANI
The Changing Political Economy of Central Banking (Lecture), Howard DAVIES
The economic and political challenges of Global Trade and Money, Jean Pierre LANDAU

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FALL 2020
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMICS OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Development Economics: Macroeconomic and Political Economic Issues (Lecture), Julia CAGÉ
Development Economics (Lecture), Golvine de ROCHAMBEAU

POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT
The Political Economy of International Development (Lecture), Charles OMAN
Development Cooperation within International Relations (Lecture), Stefano MANSERVISI
Sustainable Finance: Finance the Long Term Economic Trends, Philippe ZAOUATI
Agriculture and Food in the Global Agenda (Lecture), Sébastien TREYER, Pierre-Marie AUBERT
Globalisation and Health, Remco VAN DE PAS, Sara VAN BELLE
Gender and Development in Theory and Practice, Maxime FOREST
Designing Relief Projects in Conflict and Disaster Settings, Hélène JUILLARD
SPRING 2021
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

MASTER 1

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Sustainability of Growth in Developing Countries (Lecture), Paul COLLIER
Microeconomics for Decision Makers (Lecture), Charles OMAN
The Architecture of International Development Finance, James BOND
Finances publiques dans les pays en développement, Marc RAFFINOT, Marin FERRY

GOVERNANCE
Global Governance: Overcoming Fragmentation (Lecture), Olivier DE SCHUTTER
Gender and Development from a Rights-Based Approach: Achieving Gender Equality in International Cooperation, Saskia RAVESLOOT
International Development Cooperation, Isabel PIMENTA
Development Evaluation Politics and Practice - Special Topics from Africa, Ian HOPWOOD
Evaluation des politiques publiques au service du développement humain (Santé, Education, Culture...), François MOUTERDE
Education and International Development, Francesca BORGONOVI, Michele TUCCIO
Corruption and Anticorruption: Theoretical and Policy Perspectives, Elsa FOUCRAUT, Diane ZOVIGHIAN

MASTER 2

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
A Practical Approach to Development Finance in Emerging Markets, Marie-Alexandra LABORIE
Applied Econometrics: Introduction to Policy Analysis Tools, Laurène BOCOGNANO
International Trade, Business and Sustainable Development, Olivier CATTANEO
Financing Public Investments through PPP: Principles and Case Studies, Jean-François GAUTIER, Jean-Alexandre BLANCHARD

SECTORS AND ACTORS
Evaluating Social Programs : Randomized Experiments (Core MID), Simon BRIOLE
Narratives, Perceptions and Realities of Contemporary Africa (Lecture), Carlos LOPES
Sustainable Development of Agriculture and Food Systems, Sébastien TREYER, Pierre-Marie AUBERT
Non-State Actors in Global Health, Louis PIZARRO
Urban Infrastructure Development and Policy, Wei-Shiuen NG
Education in Emergencies, Michelle REDDY
Rethinking partnerships for Greater Development Impact, Sophie LE MOUEL PICONE

ADVANCED SEMINARS
Gender and Development in the 21st Century - Focusing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity in Development Cooperation, Saskia RAVESLOOT
Global Poverty, Olivier DE SCHUTTER
Country Development Strategies, William MAKO
From Project and Programmes Cycle Management in Development Cooperation - Principles, Tools, and Practices, Filiberto CERIANI SEBREGONDI
Development, Development Banking and Official Development Agencies, Alvaro ARTIGAS
HUMAN RIGHTS
AND HUMANITARIAN
ACTION
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FALL 2020
MASTER IN HUMAN RIGHTS
AND HUMANITARIAN ACTION

HUMAN RIGHTS FOUNDATIONS PART I_
Introduction to International Human Rights Law (Lecture), William SCHABAS

HUMAN RIGHTS & GLOBAL ECONOMICS_
Socio-Economic Rights and Development: From Theory to Action (Lecture), Jeremy PERELMAN
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: Law and Practice in a Changing World (Lecture), Sylvain AUBRY

ADDITIONAL COURSES_
Gender and Human Rights, Elisabeth MARTEU
Migrations through the Lens of Gender, Nina SAHRAOUI
The Role of NGOs in Human Rights Protection, Antoine BERNARD
Protecting Victims of Armed Conflicts, Patrick ZAHND
Promoting Human Rights: History, Law, Methods and Current Controversies, Tawanda MUTASAHA
Introduction to International Humanitarian Law, Jean-Baptiste JEANGÈNE VILMER
Capstone course in International Law in Action, Sharon WEILL, Omer SHATZ

Courses managed by the Law School
Clinic HEDG (Human Rights, Economic Development, and Globalization), Manon AUBRY
Clinique Migrations, Christophe POULY
SPRING 2021
MASTER IN HUMAN RIGHTS
AND HUMANITARIAN ACTION

MASTER 1

HUMAN RIGHTS FOUNDATIONS PART II: ACTORS, SECTORS & MECHANISMS_
Human Rights Actors, Sectors & Mechanisms - Group 1, Antoine BERNARD,
Jeremy PERELMAN, William SCHABAS
Human Rights Actors, Sectors & Mechanisms - Group 2, Antoine BERNARD,
Jeremy PERELMAN, William SCHABAS

ADVOCACY & NEGOTIATION_
Advocacy: Philosophy and Practice, Lex PAULSON
Introduction to Negotiation, Tina ROBIOLLE
Documenting, Reporting and Campaigning on Human Rights, Salvatore SAGUES

LAW & SECURITY_
Engaging Armed Groups on International Humanitarian Norms, Annyssa BELLAL
Migration and Human Rights: A Comparative Perspective across World Regions,
Sergio CARRERA
Capstone course in International Law in Action, Sharon WEILL, Omer SHATZ

Course managed by the Law School
Clinic HEDG (Human Rights, Economic Development, and Globalization), Manon AUBRY

DILEMMAS & CHALLENGES_
Fragile States: Contemporary Human Rights Challenges, Alia AOUN
Gender & Conflict: a Human Rights Perspective, Elisabeth MARTEU
Case Studies on Human Rights Protection: Through the Looking Glass of the UN Security
Council, Bruno STAGNO UGARTE
Introduction to Humanitarian Action, Elodie ANDRAULT
ADVANCED SEMINARS (POLITICS & HUMAN SECURITY)
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in Practice: the Right to Education, Public Services, and Climate Change, from Local to Global Actions, Sylvain AUBRY
The Human Rights Impact of Countering and Preventing Terrorism and Violent Extremism, Anne CHARBORD
Operationalizing Human Rights in the UN Peace and Security Agenda: Building Strategies for Protecting Human Rights in Conflicts, Cléo MARNAY-BASZANGER
Humanitarian Risk Management, Roger PERSICHINO
Child Protection in Humanitarian Action, Aïda DIOP, Laurene GRAZIANI

ADVOCACY & NEGOTIATION
Advocacy & Organizing: Building Power for Change, Ana BABOVIC
Humanitarian Diplomacy and Negotiation, Alain LEMPEREUR, Julie HABRAN
Feminist Foreign Policy: how to fight for Gender Equality in international relations, Delphine O

LAW & SECURITY
Freedom of Movement, Migration and Asylum in a Security Context, Didier BIGO, Elspeth GUILD
Le droit international des secours humanitaires entre le droit de la guerre et la lutte contre le terrorisme, Françoise BOUCHET SAULNIER
Law and War - Human Rights, Legal Obligations and the Regulation of Warfare, Guénaël METTRAUX
Human Rights and Natural Resources, Marco PERTILE

INVESTIGATIONS, FACT FINDING / PROJECT MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Researching Sexual & Gender-Based Violence in Conflict Zones: Methodological and Ethical Principles, Nazand BEGIKHANI
Project Management and Evaluation of Humanitarian Action, Christelle EYRAUD, Marianne VIOT
Investigate, Expose, Change: Foundations of Human Rights Work, Alexandra (Sasha) KOULAEVA
Mapping Controversies: counting the dead, Thomas TARI
FALL 2020
MASTER IN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS_
Introduction to Environmental Economics (Lecture), Stephen SMITH
Natural Resource Economics (Lecture), Louis-Gaëtan GIRAUDET

SCIENCE AND POLICIES_
Science
From Climate Sciences to Climate Intervention ?, Anni MÄÄTTÄNEN, François RAVETTA
Changement climatique: causes et conséquences, Hervé LE TREUT
Major Oceanic Environmental Challenges: A Multi-Disciplinary Scientific Perspective, Damien CARDINAL, Cédric COTTE, Sabrina SPEICH

Policies
Critical Political Ecology of Water, Julie TROTTIER
Risque et expertise : une introduction à la sociologie des enjeux sanitaires et environnementaux, Jean-Noël JOUZEL
Climate Geopolitics: International Relations in a Warming World, François GEMENNE

ENERGY TRANSITION_
Dilemmas of Energy Transitions (Lecture), Giacomo LUCIANI
Decarbonisation and Renewable Energy Sources, Manfred HAFNER
European Energy Policies, Christian EGENHOFER

Course managed by the Law School
Environmental Justice and Ecological Transition Clinic (JETE), Selective track for students, Luca d'AMBROSIO
SPRING 2021
MASTER IN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

MASTER 1

CLIMATE_ Adaptation to Climate Change in Small Island Developing States, Carola KLÖCK
Desalination : (Mal)adaptation to Climate Change and Water Shortage?, Isabel RUCK
The Politics of Climate Change, Michel COLOMBIER, Frédéric SCHAFFERER, Lola VALLEJO
Biodiversity in the Anthropocene : Climate Change Challenges, Denis COUVET, Colin FONTAINE, Emmanuelle PORCHER
Climate Geopolitics: International Relations in a Warming World, François GEMENNE

GOVERNANCE_ Environment and Migration, Caroline ZICKGRAF
Théories et politiques de la décroissance, Luc SEMAL, Agnès SINAÏ
Ocean Governance and Marine Policy, Julien ROCHETTE, Glen WRIGHT
The Governance of Water Services : Global Overview and Case Studies, Christelle PEZON
Introduction aux principes du droit de l'environnement et techniques de mise en oeuvre, Sébastien MABILE
Environmental Governance, Marta TORRE-SCHAUB

Course managed by the Law School
Environmental Justice and Ecological Transition Clinic (JETE), Pierre H. BOURDON

MASTER 2

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT_ Sustainable transport, Michel NOUSSAN
Economic analysis of Environmental Policies: Methodology Practices, Limitations and Policy Uptake, Yann LAURANS
Natural Catastrophes Modelling, Emmanuel DORMY
Raising Climate Impacts as Issues of Public Concern: Adaptation Cases, Vivian DEPOUES
Towards a pragmatic approach to waste recovery & recycling and associated services, Olivier THOMAS
Soils Matters and Climate Change, Jean-Luc CHOTTE
ADVANCED SEMINARS (SUSTAINABLE FINANCE)
Financing Water for Sustainable Development. Recent Trends and ways forward, Xavier LEFLAIVE, Kathleen DOMINIQUE, Benjamin GESTIN
The Global Politics of Financing Low-Carbon and Climate-Resilient Development, Romain WEIKMANS
A Practical Approach to Financing Environmental Projects, Pierre DECHAMPS
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY
FALL 2020
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL ENERGY

DILEMMAS OF ENERGY TRANSITIONS
Dilemmas of Energy Transitions (Lecture), GIACOMO LUCIANI

ENERGY ECONOMICS
Energy Economics, ELEANOR MORRISON
Energy Economics, QUENTIN PERRIER

ENERGY & SUSTAINABILITY
Decarbonisation and Renewable Energy Sources, MANFRED HAFNER
European Energy Policies, CHRISTIAN EGENHOFER
Introduction to Environmental Economics (Lecture), STEPHEN SMITH
Changement climatique: causes et conséquences, HERVÉ LE TREUT
SPRING 2021
MASTER IN INTERNATIONAL ENERGY

MASTER 1

ENERGY ECONOMICS_
Energy Markets, Bassam FATTOUH, Jonathan STERN, Eleanor MORRISON, P. VASSILOPOULOS
Network Energies: the Economics, Politics and Regulation of Natural Gas and Electricity, Andrea BONZANNI, Eleanor MORRISON

ENERGY GOVERNANCE_
Oil and Gas Upstream Industry: Business, Strategy and Finance, Nadine BRET-ROUZAUT, Arash FARNOOSH
Energy Security 2-A, Said NACHET
Energy Diplomacy 2-B, Marc-Antoine EYL-MAZZEGA, Carole MATHIEU, Hugo LE PICARD
Nuclear Energy Fundamentals, Dominique GRENECHE, Valérie FAUDON

ADDITIONAL COURSES_
Geopolitics of Energy in Africa, Philippe COPINSCHI
Energy in Russia and FSU, Tatiana MITROVA
Introduction to Energy Modelling Fundamentals, François CATTIER, Marco BARONI

MASTER 2

ENERGY & BUSINESS_
International and Comparative Petroleum Law and Contracts, Carlos BELLORIN
Energy Landscape Analysis, Thierry BROS
International Natural Gas Markets and the Role of Clean Gases in the Energy Transition, Coby VAN DER LINDE, Luca FRANZA

ADVANCED SEMINARS_
System Integration of Renewable Electricity Sources, Arthur HENRIOT
Industrial Energy Transitions, Paolo NATALI, Giacomo LUCIANI, Marco BRUN

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
PSIA
REGIONAL CONCENTRATION PROGRAMS
FALL 2020
SPRING 2021
AFRICAN STUDIES
ASIAN STUDIES
EUROPEAN STUDIES
THE AMERICAS
MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES
RUSSIAN STUDIES
REGIONAL CONCENTRATIONS

AFRICAN STUDIES_
FALL 2020
International Actors in Africa: Global, Regional, and Local Organizations and Policy, Michelle REDDY
Political Economy of Sub-Saharan Africa, Philippe COPINSCHI
Preventive Diplomacy and Multilateral Conflict Management in Africa (Lecture), Fabienne HARA
African Key Economic Issues, Beyond Debates, Facts and Data, Bruno CABRILLAC

SPRING 2021
Narratives, Perceptions and Realities of Contemporary Africa (Lecture), Carlos LOPES
African Management of Peace and Security: Evolution, Norms and Practice of African Institutions, Wane EL GHASSIM
The Politics and Practice of Child Rights in Africa - Rhetoric and Reality, Ian HOPWOOD
Geopolitics of Energy in Africa, Philippe COPINSCHI
Africa: an Emerging Market in a New Post Covid Context?, Benoît CHERVALIER
Le contrôle des élections en Afrique au Sud du Sahara, Francis KPATINDE
Global Health in Africa: Critical Perspectives, Guillaume LACHENAL
Governing the Sahel: Global-Local Encounters in Comparative Perspective, Denis TULL
African Migration: Socio-demographic approaches, Cris BEAUCHEMIN
Politiques publiques et enjeux agricoles et alimentaires dans le sud : Etudes de cas en Afrique sub-saharienne, François DOLIGUEZ, Gaëlle PERRIN, Jean-Jacques GABAS

ASIAN STUDIES_
FALL 2020
China as a New Player in Global Governance, Jean-François DI MEGLIO
North Korea: Regime Stability, Security and Survival, Claudia ASTARITA
Freedom of Expression and Human Rights in South Asia, Taha SIDDQUI

SPRING 2021
Asia in 30 years: Prospective Analysis on the Economic and Social Challenges, Hubert TESTARD
Defense and Security in Indopacific, Emmanuel PUIG
Population, Gender and Society in China, Isabelle ATTANE
Science, Power and Innovation : the Case of China, Stéphanie BALME
China’s Foreign Policy, Claudia ASTARITA
Unthinking Afghanistan: how to reconsider master narratives?, Bette DAM
Democracy in India - How Far?, Christophe JAFFRELOT
EUROPEAN STUDIES_
FALL 2020
The EU Facing the New World’s Challenges (Lecture), Enrico LETTA
Europe and the Political Economy of Globalization (Lecture), Colin HAY
The European Union and its Neighborhoods: Stabilisation, Democratisation and Integration, Jacques RUPNIK, Pierre MIREL
EU and the World’s New Disorder, Giovanni GREVI
European Energy Policies, Christian EGENHOFER
EU Foreign Policy: Global Strategy and Regional Issues, Nicu POPESCU, Manuel LAFONT RAPNOUIL, Tara VARMA

Courses managed by the Public Affairs School
Sociology of Free Movement in the EU, Ettore RECCHI
Droit constitutionnel de l’Union Européenne (Lecture), Edouard DUBOUT, Anastasia ILIPOULOU
The Constitutional Foundations of the European Union (Lecture), Lamprini XENOU, Aikaterini ANGELAKI
Philosophie politique de l’identité européenne, Janie PELABAY
Regulating the EU Internal Market, Rodolphe MUNOZ
European Integration: Origins, Institutions, Challenges (Lecture), Natasha WUNSCH
Europe: Politics, Ideas, Discours, Tatiana COUTTO

SPRING 2021
Trade Globalisation and the EU Commercial Policy, Olivier de LAROUSSILHE
EU Negotiations in a Global Context, Francesco MARCHI
The EU Trade Policy and its Actors, Alessia MOSCA
Brexit, Christopher PRENTICE, Jonathan FAULL
L’Union Européenne dans un Monde Global : Puissance ou déclin ?, Elisabeth GUIGOU
The EU, a Model for Other International Groupings ?, Frederik PONJAERT
Law of External Relations of the European Union, Jan WOUTERS
EU Immigration and Asylum Law, Philippe DE BRUYCKER, Lilian TSOURDI
Discrimination and Inequality in Comparative Perspectives: Theories, Evidence and Policies, Mirna SAFI
The EU Budget: from Black Hole to Shooting Star?, Alain LAMASSOURE
The Franco-German Relations at 60: a Bickering Couple, Beda ROMANO
Populism and Foreign Policy, David CADIER
Lobbying public / Lobbying privé : comment se prend la décision et qui est influent en Europe ?, Arnaud MAGNIER

Courses managed by the Public Affairs School
Regulating the EU Internal Market, Lilia SANCHEZ
Europe and Russia, Anastasiya SHAPOCHKINA
Financial Markets: Instruments, Actors and Regulators, Giuseppe LOIACONO

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
Parliaments and National Political Parties in the EU Political System, Sandro GOZI
The Art and Practice of the EU Decision-Making Process, Frédéric ALLEMAND, Bruno VINDEL
Contemporary Immigration Enforcement, Jennie COTTLE
The EU in Times of Crisis, Pierre MOSCOVICI
L’intégration européenne : dans la tourmente des années 2005-2020, Sylvain KAHN
International Art Market, Marine VAN SCHOONBEEK
France and the Memberstateness of the EU, Olivier ROZENBERG, Christian LEQUESNE
Humanitarian and Development Aid in Public Health: Practice and Evaluation, Jérémie TOUBKISS
European Economics Policy Challenges, Bruno ALOMAR, Thomas LAMBERT
From the Energy Union to the Green Deal, Thomas PELLERIN-CARLIN
Working in the Open for Governments, Claire-Marie FOULQUIER-GAZAGNES, Suzanne VERGNOLLE

THE AMERICAS_ FALL 2020
The United States in the World. Nature and Contradictions of U.S. Power, Mario DEL PERO
Whither U.S. Hegemony? Threats and Alliances in Europe and the Asia-Pacific, Hugo MEIJER
Regionalisms in Latin America, Olivier DABENE
Politics of Transitional Justice: Latin America Case Study, Par ENGSTROM

SPRING 2021
From George H. W. Bush to Donald Trump: Post-Cold War US security policy towards Europe, Jim TOWNSEND
Medios de comunicación y política en América Latina, Erica GUEVARA
Movimientos sociales en América latina, Helene COMBES
Institutions & Economic Governance : Markets & the State in Chile, Guillermo LARRAIN
Latin American Countries in Today’s World Diplomacy, Temir PORRAS PONCELEON

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES_ FALL 2020
Refugee Governance and Policy in the Middle East, Tamirace FAKHOURY
Conflicts and Negotiations in the Middle East, Jean-Pierre FILIU
Le Monde Arabe de 1798 à nos jours, Jean-Pierre FILIU
Quel Etat sous quel régime? Repenser les formules autoritaires d’Afrique du Nord, Mohammed HACHEMAOU
Workshop on Peace and Conflicts along the New Silk Roads of Eurasia, Jean-Baptiste MINJOLAT-REY
SPRING 2021
Contentious Politics, Uprisings and Social Movements in the Middle East, 
Tamirace FAKHOURY
Revolts and Revolution in Global Perspective, Pete MOORE
Security and Insecurity Studies in the Gulf, David ROBERTS
The Political Sociology of the State in the Contemporary Arab World (Lecture), 
Stéphane LACROIX
Islam and Politics in a Changing Middle East, Stéphane LACROIX
Enjeux et incertitudes des changements politiques en Afrique du Nord, Luis MARTINEZ
States and Societies in the Gulf Monarchies, Laurence LOUER
Shiism and Politics in the Middle East, Laurence LOUER
The Question of Minority, The Turkish Case in comparative Perspective, Riva KASTORYANO

RUSSIAN STUDIES_
FALL 2020
Russia’s Foreign Policy: Domestic, Regional and International Factors, Marie MENDRAS
Russian Strategic Thought: from “Moscow third Rome” to Hybrid Warfare, Elena PERRIER

SPRING 2021
Politique et société en Russie, Gilles FAVAREL-GARRIGUES
Energy in Russia and FSU, Tatiana MITROVA
Beyond Putin: Social and Political Dynamics of Post-Soviet Russia, Ukraine and Belarus, 
Anna COLIN-LEBEDEV, Ioulia SHUKAN
Security Issues in the Post-Soviet Periphery, Olivier FERRANDO

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
PSIA
THEMATIC CONCENTRATION PROGRAMS
FALL 2020
SPRING 2021
AGRICULTURE
DIPLOMACY
GLOBAL ECONOMY
ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
GLOBAL HEALTH
GLOBAL RISKS
HUMAN RIGHTS
INTELLIGENCE STUDIES
MEDIA AND WRITING
METHODS
MIGRATIONS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
THEMATIC CONCENTRATIONS

CONCENTRATION: AGRICULTURE_
FALL 2020
Agriculture and Food in the Global Agenda, Sébastien TREYER, Pierre-Marie AUBERT

SPRING 2021
Sustainable Development of Agriculture and Food Systems, Sébastien TREYER, Pierre-Marie AUBERT
Politiques publiques et enjeux agricoles et alimentaires dans le sud : Etudes de cas en Afrique sub-saharienne, François DOLIGUEZ, Gaëlle PERRIN, Jean-Jacques GABAS
Unlocking Finance for Agriculture, Rachel SBERRO-KESSLER

CONCENTRATION: DIPLOMACY_
FALL 2020
Fundamentals of Diplomacy
Diplomatic Practices in the World, Christian LEQUESNE
Analyse de la politique étrangère : acteurs, processus et changements, Frédéric RAMEL, Guillaume DEVIN
Theory and Practice of Diplomacy, Charles TENENBAUM
Grand Strategy in Diplomacy Past and Present (Lecture), Bruno STAGNO UGARTE
Today’s Public Diplomacy, Odette TOMESCU-HATTO

Applied Diplomacy
Fundamentals of Economic Diplomacy, Olivier de LAROUSSILHE
Art of Peace, Bart SZEWCZYK, Carole MAGNASCHI
City Diplomacy, Lorenzo KIHlGREN GRANDI
Cultural Diplomacy, the Image of a Nation, a Tool for Policy, Pierre BUHLER
Introduction to Geopolitical Analysis, Manlio GRAZIANO
Building Peace and Resolving Violent Conflict - Lessons Learned from International Interventions, Martin ALBANI, Michael KÖHLER

Course managed by the Urban School
Government and Governance of the Metropolis, Patrick LE GALES

SPRING 2021
Cultural Diplomacy Beyond the National interest, Irina BOKOVA
The Science Diplomacy: the next frontline to global challenges, Stéphanie BALME
Diplomacy and Global Economy, Paolo GUERRIERI
Art et relations internationales, Frédéric RAMEL
The Death of the Secular Order? Geopolitics of Religion and Global Politics, Manlio GRAZIANO, Petr KRATOCHVIL
Application of Psychological insights into the practice of diplomacy and international relations, Gulseren KOZAK-ISIK
City Diplomacy: the rising role of cities in international relations, Lorenzo KIHlgREN GRANDI
Strategy in Governmental Diplomacy and Non-Governmental Advocacy, Bruno STAGNO UGARTE
Building Peace and Resolving Violent Conflict - Lessons Learned from International Interventions, Michael KÖHLER, Martin ALBANI
International Mediation & Conflict Resolution (Group 2), Charles TENENBAUM
EU Negotiations in a Global Context, Francesco MARCHI
Diplomacy, Defense and Intelligence in world politics, Hugo MEIJER
Diplomacy in Practice, Christopher PRENTICE, Petr DRULAK
The Craft of Diplomacy - How an Embassy works, Jean de GLINIASTY
Advancing national interest in international relations, Tomasz ORLOWSKI
China’s Diplomacy & the Global South, Chris ALDEN, Alvaro MENDEZ
Latin American Countries in Today’s World Diplomacy, Temir PorrAs PONCELEON
Transatlantic Strategies: America, Europe and the Future of the West, Bart SZEWCZYK
International sanctions in a Shifting Geopolitical Order, Erica MORET

CONCENTRATION: GLOBAL ECONOMY
FALL 2020
The Macroeconomics of Emerging Markets, Edgardo TORIJA ZANE
History, structure and rebalancing process of the Chinese economy, Edoardo AGAMENNONE
Development Economics, Golvine de ROCHAMBEAU
Economics and Globalization (Lecture), Giorgio BARBA NAVARETTI

Quantitative analysis
Introduction to Econometrics, Junnan HE
Impact Evaluation of Public Policies in International Development, Vera CHIODI

SPRING 2021
Sustainability of Growth in Developing Countries (Lecture), Paul COLLIER
China’s Economic Transformations since 1978 in Historical and Regional perspectives, Philippe AGUIGNIER
Macroeconomics of monetary policy evaluation (Lecture), Mirko WIEDERHOLT
East Asia and the EU: For a better future?, Patrick MESSERLIN, Jimmyn PARC
Main Challenges and Policy Choices in the European Union, Loukas TSOUKALIS
European Union Competition Policy, Joaquin ALMUNIA, Antoine CHAPSAL
Political Economy of the Middle East: Financial Pressures, Economic Transitions and Reforms, Bassem SNAIJE
Global Firms, Giorgio BARBA NAVARETTI
Institutions & Economic Governance : Markets & the State in Chile, Guillermo LARRAIN

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
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CONCENTRATION: ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY_
FALL 2020
Energy & Climate Policies in Cities, Nilda MESA
Biodiversity Values and Policies, Yann LAURANS, Aleksandar RANKOVIC, Glen WRIGHT
Ecological Science and Nature based Solutions: Issues and Challenges, Sébastien BAROT, Luc ABBADIE
Decarbonisation and Renewable Energy Sources, Manfred HAFNER
Harder-to-decarbonise Sectors: the way forward, Cédric PHILIBERT

SPRING 2021
Managing Energy Demand, Michel COLOMBIER, Nicolas BERGHMANS
Sustainable Development: Narratives, Policy Making, Practice, Shivsharan SOMESHWAR
Energy and Climate Policies in Cities, Nilda MESA
Energies renouvelables: opportunité ou nécessité?, Vincent JACQUES LE SEIGNEUR
Santé et environnement, André CICOLELLA
Climate and Security:Environmental Crime in the Amazon Basin, Adriana ABDENUR
Urban Sustainability : the Transition to the Carbon Neutral and Circular Economy in Cities, Oriana ROMANO, Tadashi MATSUMOTO
Gender and Sustainable Development : Introduction to the Basics of Gender & Environment Negotiations, Emma LETELLIER

CONCENTRATION: GLOBAL HEALTH_
FALL 2020
Globalisation and Health, Remco VAN DE PAS, Sara VAN BELLE

SPRING 2021
Non-State Actors in Global Health, Louis PIZARRO
Health Systems Strengthening and Global Health, Guillaume DEDET
Global Health in Africa: Critical Perspectives, Guillaume LACHENAL

CONCENTRATION: GLOBAL RISKS_
FALL 2020
Risk Analysis and Crisis Management, Hélène LAVOIX
Transnational Security Threats, John DICKAS
Intelligence and National Security, Mark LOWENTHAL
Fundamentals of European Political Risk, Mujtaba RAHMAN

SPRING 2021
Impact of Surveillance Revelations on National and International Policy, John DICKAS
Le Risk Management: accompagner la stratégie et sécuriser les opérations, François-Marie GARDET, Christophe LAIRY
Warning Failure and Surprise Attack, Michael GOODMAN, Hugh DYLAN
Menaces sécuritaires internationales, Philippe MIGAUX, Jérémie LOPEZ
Risques globaux et gestion de crise: du 9/11 à la crise crise pandémique, Richard NARICH
Fundamentals of European Political Risk, Mujtaba RAHMAN
Global Order in the Age of Disruption, Yves TIBERGHIEN
Mass Surveillance, Marie-Helen MARAS
Private Sector, Private Security and International Risks, Aurélien LAMBERT, Guillaume FARDE, Romain de CALBIAC, Xavier CARN

CONCENTRATION: HUMAN RIGHTS_
FALL 2020
Gender and Human Rights, Elisabeth MARTEU
The Role of NGOs in Human Rights Protection (Lecture), Antoine BERNARD
Protecting Victims of Armed Conflicts, Patrick ZAHND
Promoting Human Rights: History, Law, Methods and Current Controversies, Tawanda MUTASAH
Introduction to International Humanitarian Law, Jean-Baptiste JEANGÈNE VILMER
Politics of Transitional Justice: Latin America Case Study, Par ENGSTROM

SPRING 2021
L’exclusion sociale en milieu urbain : conférences thématiques et observations pratiques coordonnées par le Samusocial International, Delphine LAISNEY, Xavier EMANUELLII
Human Rights in China, Claudia ASTARITA
EU Human Rights Law and Policy, Marie de SOMER, Monika GLAVINA
The International Criminal Court and Human Rights, William SCHABAS
The Inter-American Human Rights System: History, Politics and Contemporary Challenges, Par ENGSTROM
Mass Cultural Violations /Crimes in International Law: from State Responsibility to Individual Criminal Responsibility, Hirad ABTAHI
Human Rights in International Politics, Anthony DWORIN

CONCENTRATION: INTELLIGENCE STUDIES_
FALL 2020
Renseigner les démocraties, renseigner en démocratie, Philippe HAYEZ, Benjamin de MAILLARD
Intelligence and National Security, Mark LOWENTHAL
Introduction to Intelligence, David CHUTER

SPRING 2021
Opérations non conventionnelles, Christophe BARTHELEY
Big Data and Artificial Intelligence for Intelligence, Ayse CEYHAN
Secrecy and Transparency, John DICKAS
Warning Failure and Surprise Attack, Michael GOODMAN, Hugh DYLAN

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
Les services de renseignement et de sécurité du monde arabo-musulman: acteurs du pouvoir/facteurs de changement, Agnès LEVALLOIS, Luc BATIGNE
Menaces sécuritaires internationales, Philippe MIGAUX, Jérémie LOPEZ
Secret Intelligence in the Digital Age, David OMAND

CONCENTRATION: MEDIA AND WRITING_
Courses managed by the School of Journalism
FALL 2020
How social media shape a new world, Gerald HOLUBOWICZ
How to answer interview questions, Annie HYLTON

SPRING 2021
How to write and edit stories ?, Jeff ISRAELY
How the media work ?, Tamar SHILOH VIDON

CONCENTRATION: METHODS_
FALL 2020
Qualitative methods
Research Design and Writing in the Social Sciences, Nadège RAGARU
Manufacturing Knowledge. Research Methods for Social Sciences, Vincent LEPINAY
Advanced Research Workshop in International Governance, Richard BALME

Quantitative analysis & methods
Introduction to Econometrics, Junnan HE
Impact Evaluation of Public Policies in International Development, Vera CHIODI
Statistics and Data Analysis for Policymakers, Bruno CAUTRES
Digital Methods for Social Sciences, Jean-Philippe COINTET
Data Management and Data Analysis for Social Science, Pierre-Carl LANGLAIS
Outils quantitatifs niveau II, Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE
Introduction to quantitative methods I, Jan ROVNY

SPRING 2021
Qualitative methods
Research Design and Writing in the Social Sciences, Nadège RAGARU
(Drafting) Your thesis in 6 weeks, Vincent Antonin LEPINAY
Digital Methods for Social Sciences, Jean-Philippe COINTET
Data management and data analysis for Social Science, Pierre-Carl LANGLAIS
Thesis Design Skills, Jessika EICHLER
Quantitative analysis & methods
Evaluating Social Programs, Simon BRIOLE
Advanced Econometrics: Time Series, Christophe RAULT
Advanced Econometrics: Panel Series, Francisco SERRANITO
Outils quantitatifs II, Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE

CONCENTRATION: MIGRATIONS_
FALL 2020
Migrations through the Lens of Gender, Nina SAHRAOUI
International Migration and Justice in the EU, Sergio CARRERA
Introduction to the Politics of International Migration, Antoine PECOUD

Courses managed by the Law School
Clinique Migrations, Christophe POULY
Droit européen des migrants, Loïc AZOULAI

SPRING 2021
Displacement and Dispossession in the Modern Middle East, Dawn CHATTY
Global Mobility and Migration Governance, Céline CANTAT, Thibaut JAULIN
Critical Approaches to Forced Migration, Nora BARDELLI
Gender and Forced Migration, Jane FREEDMAN

Courses managed by the Law School
Clinique Migrations, Christophe POULY

CONCENTRATION: PROJECT MANAGEMENT_
FALL 2020
Build & Reinforce Long-term Relationships with Stakeholders in a Changing International Environment, Christelle BITOUZET
Financial Skills for Project Managers, Olivier BEGUIN
Gestion de projet : Introduction à la gestion financière et à la technique d’outil de gestion, Thierry CORNILLE
Digital transformation and innovation management, Tommaso BALBO DI VINADIO
Managing (What Is Left Of) Globalisation - A Critical Look At International Organisations, Xavier LEFLAIVE
Introduction to Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Céline HYON NAUDIN
Innovation sociale : agir pour une transition durable, Romain SLITINE

SPRING 2021
Innovation sociale et entrepreneuriat social, Amandine BARTHELEMY
Social Business Management: Microfinance and Access to Energy, Stéphanie DELEPINE, Ian BEST, Alexandre BORME

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
The thematic concentrations include:

- **Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship**, Celine HYON-NAUDIN
- **NGOs/Corporate PARTNERSHIPS: virtues & limits of action**, Christelle BITOUZET, Claire BOULANGER
- **Managing (What Is Left Of) Globalisation - A Critical Look at International Organizations**, Xavier LEFLAIVE
- **Project Management for Sustainable Development**, Jean PLICHON
- **Structuring, Negotiating International Development Projects. A Practical Seminar focused on Africa**, Brian FIX
- **Designing Relief Projects in Conflict and Disaster Settings**, Hélène JUILLARD
- **Innovation in Public Sector**, Tommaso BALBO DI VINADIO, Lejla SADIKU
- **Political Entrepreneurship**, Valerio RIAVEZ
- **Human Behaviour in the Workplace: Unpacking Project Management in Development & Humanitarian Settings**, Erma MANONCOURT
- **Financial Skills for Project Managers**, Olivier BEGUIN
- **Outils de gestion**, Catherine MORIN, Dominique de SAINT SERNIN
- **Gestion de projet : Introduction à la gestion financière et à la technique d’outil de gestion**, Thierry CORNILLE

***Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format***
NORMANDY STAFF RIDE INNOVATIVE COURSE
OTHER COURSES
FALL 2020
COMMON COURSES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

QUANTITATIVE SKILLS_
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 1), Siyavash ESLAMILOUTIJ
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 2), Antonin DELAEVER
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 3), Antonin DELAEVER
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 4), Siyavash ESLAMILOUTIJ
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 5), Antoine JARDIN
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 6), Pol-Angély PESCAYRE
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 7), Pol-Angély PESCAYRE
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 8), Malo MOFAKHAMI
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 1), Michel RUIMY
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 2), Sebastien RICARD
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 3), Nathalie LEONARDI
Outils quantitatifs niveau I (Group 1), Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE
Outils quantitatifs niveau I (Group 2), Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE
Outils quantitatifs niveau II, Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE

SPECIAL FEATURES (OPTIONAL)_
Atelier d’art oratoire, Cyril DELHAY
Public Speaking Workshop, Paul VIALARD, David JACQUIN
Develop your charisma in Public Speaking, Paul VIALARD, Maxime THOMAS
Gestion de projet : Introduction à la gestion financière et à la technique d’outil de gestion, Thierry CORNILLE
Financial Skills for Project Managers, Olivier BEGUIN
Manufacturing Knowledge. Research Methods for Social Sciences: an Experiment on Russia, Vincent LEPINAY
Data Management and Data Analysis for Social Science, Pierre-Carl LANGLAIS
Digital Methods for Social Sciences, Jean-Philippe COINTET
Wellness workshops & Stress Management,

Courses managed by the Writing and Rhetoric Center
Writing & Rhetoric Center courses,

Courses managed by the Entrepreneurship Center
Entrepreneurship Center courses,
SPRING 2021
COMMON COURSES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

QUANTITATIVE SKILLS
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 1), François BRIATTE
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 2), François BRIATTE
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 3), Antonin DELAEVER
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 4), Antonin DELAEVER
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 5), Siyavash ESLAMILOUTIJ
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 6), Pol-Angély PESCAYRE
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 7), Pol-Angély PESCAYRE
Statistical Reasoning with STATA (Group 8), Antoine JARDIN
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 1), Michel RUIMY
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 2), Michel RUIMY
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 3), Michel RUIMY
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 4), Sébastien RICARD
Quantitative Tools level I (Group 5), Nathalie LEONARD
Outils quantitatifs niveau I (Groupe 1), Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE
Outils quantitatifs niveau I (Groupe 2), Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE
Outils quantitatifs niveau II, Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE

SPECIAL FEATURES (OPTIONAL)
Atelier d’art oratoire. Parler en public : du présentiel au virtuel, Cyril DELHAY
Public Speaking: from Presential to Virtual - Group 1, Cyril DELHAY, David JACQUIN, Paul VIALARD
Public Speaking: from Presential to Virtual - Group 2, Cyril DELHAY, Paul VIALARD
Optimizing your Public Speaking and Influencing Skills, Paul VIALARD
Public Speaking Workshop - Level 2, Cyril DELHAY, Paul VIALARD, Maxime THOMAS
Writing a master thesis the digital way: tools and methods for bibliographic and data management, Pierre-Carl LANGLAIS
Digital Methods for Social Sciences, Jean-Philippe COINTET
Applied Econometrics with Stata - Beginners, Kelsey WRIGHT
Applied Econometrics with Stata - Advanced, Thomas CALVO
Outils quantitatifs II, Béatrice MERLE d’AUBIGNE
Outils de gestion, Catherine MORIN, Dominique de SAINT SERNIN
Gestion de projet : Introduction à la gestion financière et à la technique d’outil de gestion, Thierry CORNILLE
Financial Skills for Project Managers, Olivier BEGUIN
Political entrepreneurship, Valerio RIAVEZ
Wellness workshops & Stress Management, Sophie ARCHAS, Christine CASTETS, Barbara PROUVOST, Béatrice ROBINNE, Elise LAROCHE

*** Courses showcasing innovative pedagogical format
PSIA excels at bridging the gap between theory and practice. In my experience, this is ideal for future leaders who aim to thrive as innovative and responsible actors of a challenging global world.

Enrico Letta, Dean of PSIA, former Prime Minister of Italy